1. Finances: Nancy Howell reported $11,264.15 in the treasury. For events coming up we will print 150 extra copies of the May-July newsletter.

2. Speaker for Harbor Court retirement community: Nancy volunteered

3. Update on Nestbox trail at the Zoo: Gayle reported that 10 boxes are installed. Changes being made on the two flicker boxes. Scouts will start building the next round of boxes. Wild Birds Unlimited gave a good discount on the hardware and poles. Cost shared between Wild Birds, Zoo’s Zoological Programs and Conservation Science. Nestwatch training Wednesday April 20 at the Zoo via Skype.

4. Ultrawalk and Ultrabird: Will need volunteers for a table at Park Ops to sign in the five-mile walkers. Also will need volunteers to give walkers a ride back to their cars after the walk. Stan will invite public officials for the finish at Emerald Necklace Marina. Nancy has a tent. Liz has tables.

5. Cleveland Metroparks request for bird survey on Lake-to-Lake trail. Tom will meet with Terry Robison and other Natural Resources staff on Tuesday, April 19.

6. IBA final report progress: Tom offered Nancy his chapter. Nancy reviewed our assignments. Writers will find the interim reports on the WCAS website. Terri Martincic has posted IBA photos on her Facebook page. Deadline is July 15.

7. Restructuring the board: Tom asked to review ideas. Penny offered chapter bylaws as a point of departure. Gayle advocates a functional approach, would like to see more people involved. Tom and Stan would like to see a vision for the next 5 years. Important Bird Area, Continue partnering with others who need our expertise. Consensus is that it would be useful to add a few more board members. Board will split up membership list and contact members with a focus to ask if people can help with Programs, Marketing, PR, Outreach, Administrative Activities, Fundraising, Education, and Conservation. Gayle offered the idea to add another category to the annual appeal letter: volunteering time to the chapter.
